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ASSURED CREW RETURN
Chuck Daniher
Space Systems Division
Rockwell International
ACRV Concept
The Assured Crew Return Vehicle (ACRV ) concept was developed, by NASA, in response to the 
need to provide Space Station Freedom with Assured Crew Return Capability (ACRC) . The ACRC 
is a broad concept for assuring crew return from space which addresses both Earth-based and 
space-based rescue and includes space transportation systems which are currently in the 
United States inventory and some of which are being developed. The architecture of the ACRC 
is still being developed within NASA/JSC. Sufficient progress has been made to allow the ACRV 
part of ACRC to move ahead. The ACRV will provide on-orbit emergency capability for the 
Space Station Freedom crew to safely return to Earth independent of the USA Space Shuttle.
The ACRV System includes a flight segment which encompasses those items which are launched 
into space, a ground segment which encompasses ground support software, facilities and 
equipment for prelaunch, recovery and post recovery activities, and a mission support segment 
which includes the required mission control facilities, training and training equipment and 
the necessary Search And Rescue (SAR) interfaces and unique training definition.
S NASA has conducted Phase A studies of the ACRC/ACRV which identified the missions for ACR
V 
^ as the return of the crew from Space Station Freedom in the event of 1) illness or injury,
2) malfunction or damage to Freedom and 3) Space Shuttle stand-down.
The follow-on to these studies was a Phase A Prime (A 1 ) effort , conducted by two study 
contractor teams, which validated the ACRV requirements and proposed doable concepts for 
initiating the Phase B detailed definition and preliminary design. (Planned start is 
October 1, 1991.)
Past space Flight experience provides a perspective and a basis for specifying future 
requirements.
Failures like premature hatch jettison on Mercury and Soyus -36 soft landing engine 
malfunction argue for forgiving designs (which allow crew survival) ,
Low Earth Orbit Experience in Skylab and Mir and the successful return of a sick crewman in 
1985 from Solyut-7 argue for a space based crew return vehicle.
Agenda:
• The Need for Assured Crew Return
- NASA Studies
- Design Reference Missions
- Historical Perspective
• System Requirements
- Derived from the missions
- Defined by 'mother nature"
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• Proposed Solutions to Meet Requirements
- Medical Mission
- Space Station Evacuation
• Key Challenges
• The Next Step
Assured Crew Return Vehicle
( ABSTRACT )
When the United States establishes the Space Station Freedom in a 200 nm orbit above the 
Earth in 1999 a permanent US human presence will commence. Providing a way to always bring 
Freedom's Crew back to Earth is the job of the Assured Crew Return Vehicle, a "life boat 11 
that is a simple, reliable, affordable system that must always be ready to perform the return 
mission. Key challenges include designing for long periods of dormant space operation 
(Years) and then on a moments notice be ready to return the crew to an Earth landing site. 
Minimizing the amount of Space Station Freedom resources like power and data, while still 
demonstrating system return readiness, is also a major engineering challenge, The ACRV system 
must accommodate a deconditioned astronaut as well as an injured or ill person. The paper 
presents the driving requirements for the three ACRV design reference missions and the range 
of proposed solutions being studied by the Rockwell International study team, Evacuation 
timelines, hypersonic entry performance, landing attenuation systems and 
considerations of a quick response rescue vehicle are discussed,
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\ SYSTEM REQUIREMENTS
ACRV System requirements are derived from the three reference missions, the environments the 
system has to operate in and the specified requirements that further serve to bound the 
system design.
Of the three reference missions, the key derived requirements are forced out by the medical 
mission and the SSF evacuation mission. The Shuttle Orbiter unavailable mission does not 
produce any unique requirements.
Timeline analysis of functions to be performed are useful in driving out time critical 
sequences, parallel functions (which drive capacity) and additional functions.
For the Medical mission, total mission maximum time limits patient exposure to < 24 hours 
until arrival at a Definitive Care Medical Facility. Time limits within the 24 hour period, 
such as 1 hour to remove an ill person after landing limits the time in a confined capsule. 
Also, the time the crew can be exposed to an unfavorable landing orientation is limited to 
1 minute.
The SSF contingency mission places a demand for quick isolation of the ACRV from an 
atmosphere threat like loss of pressure, fire or contamination. System designs should 
accommodate human capability to evacuate (< 2 minutes is seen as feasible for a crew of eight 
to evacuate) . ACRV separation from an out of control Station requires < 3 minutes for 
ingress to physical separation. Additional time is required to accommodate thrusting to 
avoid SSF structural recontact.
Timeline Driven by Medical Requirements
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Proposed Solutions to Satisfy Requirements
Solutions to satisfy all requirements are required. Operations concepts ( how you are going 
to perform functions, the people and skills required, equipment and how activities will be 
integrated) together with the vehicle and facility design options must be considered.
Decisions as to where to site the ACRV flight vehicle require close coordination with the 
emerging Space Station Freedom (SSF) design evolution.
Phase A studies required contractors to validate that mission derived requirements were 
realistic! complete and that they could be met with affordable options. The proposed 
solutions to issues driven by satisfying the medical mission requirements show, for example, 
that a 4G entry can be achieved by providing a Hypersonic aero characteristic of - .2 L/D 
and a seat back angle of > 65 degrees. A range of vehicles and packaging options were 
utilized for this validation. Detailed entry performance data using candidate vehicles 
A, showed the design sensitivities to flight time, g levels, and other system design drivers.
Attached Operations
Initial Activation & Checkout
• Complete Within 6 Hours Of Handover From Orbiter
Periodic Checkout
• Approximately Every 90 Days
• Pre-Programmed Automated C/O Sequences
• Schedule To Coincide With Orbiter Supply Flight
- New Crew/Fresh Training
- Include Planned Maintenance With C/O
• Incorporate Crew Refresher Training Activity Into C/O Sequences 
When Practical
On Orbit Maintenance
• Planned Or Unplanned
Emergency Drills/Training
• Emergency Evacuation Drills
- May Involve Flight Controllers
• Basic Refresher Training (Incorp. Into Periodic C/O When Practical)
- Sequence Initiation
- Auto Intervention
- Landing Site Selection
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Medical Mission Concerns
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Vehicle Concepts Refined In Support Of 
Phase A1 Studies
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Concepts Used in Phase A1 Trade Studies
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Packaging Viable
CG Compatible with Planned Entry Angle of Attack
Space for Crew Attenuation
8-Crewmember Discoverer Meets Packaging And 
Performance Requirements
• SUFFICIENT SPACE FOR SUBSYSTEMS/INSTALLATIONS
• CAN FLY WITH 20 DEGREES - 30 DEGREES ALPHA (L/D .19 - .21)
• ENVELOPE DIMENSIONS
• DIAMETER = 176 IN
• LENGTH = 155 IN
• AVAILABLE FOR COUCH STRUT ATTENUATION
• CREW X-AXIS = 0-6"
• CREW Y-AXIS = 0-1"
• CREW Z-AXIS = 0-6"
• TWO HATCHES (TOP)
Example Flight Vehicle Showing Packaging 
Concept
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Alternative Tree - System Design Options
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Ballistic Parachute Definition (1.0)
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DESCRIPTION
• CONVENTIONAL 3 MAIN CHUTE SYSTEM
• SIMILAR IN DESIGN TO APOLLO ELS
• CAN TOLERATE SINGLE-CHUTE FAILURE
OPERATION
• DROGUES DEPLOYED AT .APPROXIMATELY 24 KFT
• DROGUE CHUTE DISREEFED
• MAINS 1sl STAGE DEPLOYED & REEFED
• DROGUES RELEASED AT 10,000 FT
• MAINS 2nd STAGE DISREEFED
• MAINS FULLY DEPLOYED AT GOOD FT
ITEM
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QUANTITY
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Parafoil Definition (2.0)
GLIDE AT L7D -3
DESCniPTION
• MODERATE GLIDE RAM AIR CHUTE
• AVERAGE STABILIZED GLIDE OF UD = 3
• ALT FOR FLARE = 70 FT
• 1.59 PSF WING LOADING
OPERATION
• DROGUES DEPLOYED AT APPROX 24 KFT
• DROGUE CHUTE DISREEF
• 1st STAGE DEPLOYED & REEFED
• DROGUES RELEASED AT 10,000 FT
• 2nd STAGE DISREEF
• FULLY DEPLOY >GOOO FT
ITEM
DROGUE CHUTES, BAG 8, LINES 
PILOT CHUTES, DAG 8, LINES 
MAIN CHUTES, BAGS 8, LINES 
MAIN CUTTERS
QUANTITY
2 SETS
3 SETS 
3 SETS 
3 SETS
Airbags Definition (5.0)
IMPACT/INITIAL MOTION SLIDEOUT
HIGH-PRESSURE BAG 
ORIENTED TO FRONT SIDE
BLOWOUT ORIFICE PORTS 
ACTIVATED
BAGS DEFLATE 
ABSORBING 
VERTICAL ENERGY
BAGS SETTLE TO GROUND
VEHICLE SLIDES ON 
BOTTOMING BAGS
RESIDUAL LATERAL 
ENERGY ABSORBED BY 
SLIDING
AIRDAG CONCEPT
DESCRIPTION
DEPLOYABLE EXTERNALLY MOUNTED
AIRBAGS
VERTICAL KILLED BY CONTROLLED DEFLATION
HORIZONTAL KILLED BY SLIDING
LATERAL BAGS DEPLOYED FOR STABILITY S.
SIDE LOADS
LATERAL BAGS PROVIDE POST IMPACT
STABILIZATION FOR WATER LANDINGS
OPERATION
HORIZONTAL & VERTICAL VELOCITIES
SENSED
CONTROLLER DETERMINES AIRBAG PRESSURE
BAGS ARE DEPLOYED AT ALTITUDE
AIRBAG PLUGS BLOWOUT AT TD TO START
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PARACHUTES RELEASED JUST AFTER TD
VEHICLE SLIDES UNTIL IT STOPS
ITEM
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PYRO GAS GENERATORS
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Space Station Freedom Evacuation Mission
by this mission are the need to quickly isolate from atmospheric
contamination, Then separate. The need to separate may have been driven by an 
conceivable) loss of SSF control. Separation analyses using assumed rollrates 
velocities of ,8 ft/sec will allow ACRV to clear solar arrays for rollrates 
of ,2
Evacuation
Issue Or Derived
Time Depends On Cause
SSF Out Of Control
' Ground Targeting Not Optimum
Do The Best You Can 
« Isolate First (< 2 Min)
• Separate 2nd (< 3 Min)
• Thrust To Clear Structure
• Provide Ground Survival Gear 
TBD
• Automatic ACRV activation
• Periodic self-checkout to 
ensure operational readiness
• System failure rates < TBD
» Provide 10Hr Space Loiter (24 
Hrs RCS Sizing)
SSF Contingency
AT
\n
<3 hm
< 3
Separation <_3 rnln.
Analysis Shows That Off-Nominal Conditions 
Impact Separation Design Concepts
Separation was analyzed for off-nominal SSF roll rates. 
Separation impulse was assumed to be provided .by springs. 
Required ACRV impulsive velocity is determined by SSF roll rate.
\7 ACRV
Solar 
arrays
0 0.2 0.4 0.6 0.0 
, SSF Roll Rate, degrees/sec
Key Challenges
Operationally ready vehicle after long term dormancy
Supportable system over 30 year life
Low cost of ownership throughout system life that will see people changes, political
changes (landing sites) and program changes/uses
Of course f for contractors to win Phase C/D production contracts at competitive
price
JEhe .Next Ts
Phase B Test and Demo Planning Progressively 
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